
Winnipeg Home Heating Company Warns
About the Importance of Being Prepared for
Winter 2020/21

Colder than normal winter temperature

projections and potential of future

business disruptions should be

accounted for in preparing your home for

the winter.

WINNIPEG, MANITOBA, CANADA,

October 14, 2020 /EINPresswire.com/ --

This year has been anything but certain

in Canada with constantly changing

political, economic and cultural

landscape. While we have a much

better grasp than we did back in March

many provinces are re-instituting new

closure procedures that may disrupt

normal business operations. With the

end of CERP payments for many

Canadians in early October this is also

a stressful financial time. 

Luckily the stock of sanitizer and toilet paper has been largely been restored, but it does not

mean that we should not be mindful about potential disruption. When it comes to this weather

projections, Farmers' Almanac called it "The Winter of the Great Divide: Wet, white, and wild in

It's like doing maintenance

before going on a trip ... and

man has this year been a

trip”

Fair Service Employee

the West, everything crazy in the East." It stressed that

while Maritime Provinces will have an unusually mild

winter, Manitoba along with western Ontario and

Saskatchewan "will experience much colder than normal

winter temperatures." 

Fair Service Heating and Air Conditioning is a Winnipeg

heating company with over 20 years' experience installing,

maintaining, and repairing furnaces, air conditioners and hot water tanks. It also publishes free

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.fairserviceheating.ca


information on how to save money on heating in the

winter by performing small household tasks anyone

can do. "These changes may seem simple and small

but over the course of the winter you will notice

difference in your hydro costs" says the owner. 

Fair Service also stresses that now is important time

to make sure your home heating system is reliable

for the coming months. "It's like doing maintenance

before going on a trip," "and man has this year been

a trip" says one of the employees. Manitoba Hydro

program also provides excellent support to those

who are looking to switch over to high efficiency

furnaces which are not only more reliable but also

cost a lot less to provide the same comfortable

temperatures. With potential for further disruptions

having well maintained warm home is essential in

2020. Contact Fair Service Heating and Air

Conditioning for a free quote on your maintenance

work or new installation.
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